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Effect of spatial configuration on motion aftereffects
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Sensitivity to motion was measured by the percentage of trials on which an observer reported seeing motion of
briefly presented high-contrast sinusoidal gratings moving over a range of velocities. The psychometric curve
was remeasured following adaptation to a grating moving in one direction for an extended period of time.
Adaptation shifted the minimum of the psychometric curve toward the direction of the adapting stimulus. The
shift was smaller when the adapting field was larger than the test. In a second set of experiments we mea-
sured the effect of motion adaptation on contrast thresholds for moving gratings of different sizes. Threshold
elevation was maximal when adapting and test sizes matched. We present a mechanistic model of the motion
aftereffect that consists of independent multiplicative gain controls in motion-sensing mechanisms tuned to
different rates of motion. In addition, we discuss a model of size effects in motion adaptation that invokes dif-
fuse inhibitory connections among motion-sensing mechanisms.

1. INTRODUCTION

After prolonged exposure to a stimulus moving in one di-
rection, observers perceive stationary stimuli to move
in the opposite direction. This motion aftereffect has
been known since Aristotle described it in his treatise on
dreams and has been addressed in many studies.`' Some
studies have addressed properties of the motion after-
effect itself, such as its duration and decay,4' 5 and the ef-
fect of contrast.6 A few studies have employed the motion
aftereffect in an attempt to gain information about the
underlying motion-sensing mechanisms: Pantle7 esti-
mated the temporal-frequency tuning of motion-sensitive
mechanisms from the relative strength of the aftereffect,
while other studies focused on differences between color
and luminance pathways in the processing of motion
information.8 `

In more recent studies of the properties of motion-
sensing mechanisms, it has been found that contrast
thresholds for tests moving in the same direction as an
adapting stimulus are elevated more than for tests moving
in the opposite direction. Studies have addressed spatial-
frequency selectivity,'4 '-7 orientation tuning,'6" 8" 9 inde-
pendence and interaction of mechanisms,20 22 and
temporal tuning.2 3 2 4 One of the drawbacks of this
method is that the difference in threshold elevation be-
tween opposing directions is rarely more than a factor of 2,
so that differences in the magnitude of adaptation across
experimental conditions are not easily discernible.

We estimated sensitivity to motion of suprathreshold
stimuli by measuring the proportion of trials in which a
briefly presented, slowly moving stimulus was seen to
move. This was done for several test velocities, the result
being a psychometric curve for the detection of motion.
The minimum of the curve was at zero velocity. With the
same method, we remeasured the psychometric curve
after the observer had prolonged exposure to a moving
stimulus. Following motion adaptation, the minimum of
the curve was no longer at zero but was shifted toward the
same direction as the adapting stimulus. Stationary

stimuli appeared to move, as expected from the motion
aftereffect, while some stimuli that were physically mov-
ing in the adapting direction were rarely seen to move.
The velocity to which the minimum of the curve shifts
reflects the strength of the motion aftereffect. Following
the experimental sections, we present a mechanistic
model of the motion aftereffect that generates psy-
chometric curves that fit the experimental data.

We also used this experimental method to study the
effect of the size of a moving field on the motion after-
effect. The motion aftereffect and motion adaptation
have generally been studied by scrupulously matching the
size and location of the adapting and test fields. Spatial
phenomena have been addressed primarily in the form of
spatial-frequency selectivity or orientation dependency
of adaptation. Very few studies have examined the role of
spatial configuration in motion perception and adapta-
tion. In general, it is thought that the motion aftereffect
is restricted roughly to the retinal region in which the
adapting field has been presented, although there is some
spread into surrounding areas not directly exposed to the
adapting stimulus.125 2 6 On the other hand, Nakayama
and Roberts27 found that contrast threshold elevation for a
thin strip of moving vertical sinusoidal grating was actu-
ally less pronounced when the size of an adapting field
was increased beyond that of the test field. These studies
suggest that spatial configuration may be an important
factor in the processing of motion information.

In Experiment 1 we measured the magnitude of the mo-
tion aftereffect with the new method. Psychometric
curves for the detection of motion were measured before
and after exposure to a moving adapting stimulus. Adapt-
ing and test stimuli had the same dimensions and con-
secutively occupied the same region on the retina. In
Experiment 2 the adapting stimulus was larger than the
test; the magnitude of the motion aftereffect in this con-
dition was compared with that measured in Experiment 1.
The effect of increasing the size of the adapting stimulus
on motion adaptation was corroborated in Experiment 3
by measurement of direction-selective contrast threshold
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elevations for moving stimuli. In addition, we used
a range of test sizes to explore size-related adaptation
phenomena further. In the final two sections we describe
computational models of the motion aftereffect and size-
dependent adaptation.

2. EXPERIMENT 1: VELOCITY
THRESHOLDS FOLLOWING MOTION
ADAPTATION

In the first experiment we estimated the magnitude of the
motion aftereffect under classical conditions that have
been shown to elicit a strong aftereffect. This is the case
when adapting and test patterns consecutively occupy the
same region of the visual field and are of the same dimen-
sions. Stimuli consisted of high-contrast vertical sinus-
oidal gratings moving at a constant velocity. Gratings
were shown within a horizontal window similar to that
shown schematically in Fig. 1(a) below. As a baseline we
measured the probability for the detection of motion as a
function of velocity under neutral adaptation. We then
remeasured the psychometric curve following adaptation
with a high-contrast vertical grating moving in one direc-
tion for an extended period of time. The change in the
psychometric curve was used to infer the effects of motion
adaptation.

A. Equipment and Stimulus Generation
Stimuli were displayed on a Tektronix 690SR television
monitor running at a frame rate of 120 Hz, interlaced.
The 512 480 pixel display subtended 10.67 x 10 degrees
of visual angle. The display was driven by an Adage
3000-frame buffer generator that permitted 10-bit specifi-
cation of the intensity of each gun. A maximum of 256
gray levels could be painted on the screen in one frame.
To ensure linearity, we corrected the output of each of the
three TV cathode guns with a backtransform by means
of a look-up table. Mean color for all conditions was an
equal-energy white of 50 cd/m2 . The equipment described
here was used for all experiments in this study.

We created sinusoidal gratings on the screen by filling
in sequentially numbered pixels from a color lookup table
containing sinusoidally modulated gray-level output val-
ues. We drifted gratings by offsetting the starting point
at which the color lookup table was read from one frame to
the next. All color changes were made during the flyback
period so that no artifacts were visible on the screen.

To generate the smoothest possible motion at slow veloc-
ities we sometimes had to drift a grating at less than one
pixel per frame. A lookup table was generated and filled
with luminance output values for a period 100 times the
period to be generated on the screen. A sinusoidal grat-
ing with the intended period length was produced by sam-
pling every 100th entry of the table. This grating could
in effect be drifted by as little as 1/100 of a pixel by offset-
ting the starting point at which the table was sampled.

B. Observers
Observer WLS, one of the authors, was emmetropic,
tested color normal on the Farnsworth-Munsell 100-hue
test, and had extensive experience with psychophysical ex-
periments. Observer SD, who was naive regarding the
outcome of the experiments, was emmetropic and had pre-
vious experience with psychophysical experiments.

C. Stimuli
The stimuli used were achromatic vertical sinusoidal grat-
ings presented within a horizontal window, as shown sche-
matically in Fig. 1(a). Both the adapting and the test
gratings were at 95% contrast. Adapting and test grat-
ings were 0.25 deg high and appeared on the same central
region on the screen. The rest of the screen and areas
0.5 deg wide to the left and right of the gratings were uni-
form at mean luminance. Two spatial frequencies were
used, 0.4 and 4.0 cycles/deg. Test gratings were always of
the same spatial frequency as the adapting gratings. The
adapting stimulus drifted to the left at 5 Hz. Velocities of
the test stimulus were varied for both leftward and right-
ward movement. A dark fixation spot of 1.25-arcmin di-
ameter was constantly visible at the center of the screen.
The screen was viewed binocularly, and artificial pupils
were not used. The distance between the screen and the
observer was kept constant at 2 m by means of a fixed
forehead and chin rest.

D. Procedure
For the preadaptation measurements [Fig. 1(a), left-hand
schematic] a trial began with a uniform screen at mean
luminance. Three equally spaced tones cued the presen-
tation of the test stimulus, which moved at a constant ve-
locity for 75 ms. The screen then immediately returned
to a uniform field at mean luminance. The observer's
task was to report whether the pattern appeared to move.
We used detection of motion as a task, since we were par-
ticularly interested in identifying the velocity for which
the observer did not report seeing motion. This informa-
tion would have been lost in a task involving forced-choice
determination of direction. The initial phase of the test
grating, as well as all velocities and directions, was pre-
sented randomly. For preadaptation thresholds the data
from three different sessions were pooled, so that each ve-
locity was presented in a total of 100 trials for observer
WLS, while 45 trials (collected over 9 sessions) were run
for observer SD.

The 75-ms presentation of the test stimulus was shorter
than the time needed to initiate pursuit movements,2 8 and
randomization of test direction countered expectancy
effects. The test stimulus moved throughout its presen-
tation time; i.e., it was not stationary before and after the
test motion. This effect is similar to opening and closing
a shutter behind which a pattern moves at a constant
velocity.

The postadaptation motion thresholds [Fig. 1(a), center
and right-hand schematics] were measured in separate ex-
perimental sessions. A total of 60 trials (20 each in three
sessions) were run for each velocity for both observers.
The adapting stimulus, moving leftward at 5 Hz, was pre-
sented for 10 min to reach a state of maximum adaptation.
Thereafter, the adapting stimulus was presented for 5 s
before each test presentation to maintain the state of adap-
tation. The observer fixated the spot at the center of the
screen throughout the experiment. A uniform field at
mean luminance was presented for 500 ms while three
tones signaled the ensuing test presentation. Again, the
observer's task was to report whether the high-contrast
test pattern appeared to move. This criterion is different
from simply stating whether one had the sensation of mo-
tion, since that can occur even when one is viewing a uni-
form field after adapting to motion.2 '30
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Fig. 1. (a) Stimuli used in Experiment 1. (a) Vertical achromatic gratings at 95% contrast were shown within a thin horizontal window.
The remainder of the screen was kept at an equal-energy white of 50 cd/M2n. All tests were 0.25 deg high. The observer fixated a spot at
the center of the screen (not shown here). Gratings were presented for 75 ms and moved left or right at a fixed velocity throughout their
presentation time. Three tones cued the onset of a trial. The observer adapted to a uniform screen for 2 min before trials began in the
baseline condition (left-hand panel). The observer's task was to determine whether he had seen the gratings move. In another set of
trials, an adapting grating identical to the test grating was presented for 10 min, moving leftward at 5 Hz (center panel). The observer
fixated the spot at the center of the screen. Following adaptation, tests were again presented for 75 ms (right-hand panel). Test trials
alternated with 5 s of top-up adaptation. (b) Results for two observers for gratings of a spatial frequency of 0.4 cycle/deg. (c) Results for
4.0 cycles/deg. In the cases for both (b) and (c), adapting gratings were of the same spatial frequency as the test gratings. Negative
values indicate motion to the left. Filled circles, preadaptation results; open squares, postadaptation results. Lines connect points for
clarity and do not have theoretical significance.

For both the preadaptation and the postadaptation mea-
surements we collected data within a restricted range of
velocities that covered the psychometric curves as previ-
ously determined by a pilot run. The test pattern was
stationary on at least 10% of the trials for a given testing
condition. The range of test velocities was centered at
zero for the preadaptation measurements so that both
limbs of the psychometric curve could be measured.
Adaptation with a pattern moving to the left elicits a mo-
tion aftereffect to the right. Therefore the range of test
velocities was shifted toward leftward motion for the
posthabituation condition.

E. Results
Preadaptation velocity thresholds are shown in Fig. 1 as
filled circles for two observers. Figure 1(b) shows the
results for 0.4-cycle/deg gratings, and Fig. 1(c) for 4.0-
cycle/deg gratings. The units on the abscissa for each
graph are hertz, the temporal rate at which a test pattern
was moved during its 75-ms presentation. The ordinate

gives the percentage of times that an observer indicated
that the test pattern appeared to move. The preadapta-
tion psychometric curves for both spatial frequencies are
roughly symmetric around zero. The psychometric
curves for 4.0-cycle/deg gratings were wider than the
curves for 0.4-cycle/deg gratings. At zero velocity, the ob-
servers did not report seeing motion.

Following adaptation with a 0.25-deg grating moving to
the left, the minima of the psychometric curves for both
spatial frequencies were shifted toward leftward test ve-
locities (open squares). Phenomenologically, it is as if
tests needed to be moved leftward in order to counteract
the apparent rightward movement produced by the motion
aftereffect. For observer WLS, stationary tests of
0.4 cycle/deg appeared to move in all trials, while tests
moving leftward at velocities near 1.75 Hz were seen to
move in only 20% of the trials. The psychometric curve
following adaptation is wider than the preadaptation
curve. Furthermore, the left limb of the postadaptation
curve resembles the left limb of the preadaptation curve,
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while the right limb is shallower after adaptation than the
corresponding limb of the curve measured before adapta-
tion. For observer SD the same qualitative descriptions
hold, except that the postadaptation curve does not exhibit
the asymmetry.

For the 4.0-cycle/deg grating, the minimum of the
psychometric curve for observer WLS was at approxi-
mately 3.0 Hz of leftward movement of the test. Detec-
tion responses around the minimum velocity were between
15% and 20%. The left limb of the postadaptation curve
again resembles the left limb of the preadaptation curve,
while the right limb of the curve is shallower. For ob-
server SD the effects of adaptation are similar, except
that there is no marked asymmetry in the postadapta-
tion curve.

The results of this experiment show that motion adap-
tation can be measured by the perceived motion of
suprathreshold patterns. If a slowly moving stimulus is
presented for a long enough time, an observer can infer its
motion by remembering its position at the beginning of a
trial and comparing that with its position at some later
time. Therefore it is important to disentangle sensitivity
to motion from acuity for offsets3' or comparisons of posi-
tion over time. The results of this experiment indicate
that under the present conditions we were in fact measur-
ing thresholds for the detection of motion rather than of
offset: following motion adaptation, the curve for the
probability of detection of motion was shifted away from
zero velocity in the adapting direction. At the minimum
of the curve, a moving stimulus was rarely seen to move.
On the other hand, a stationary stimulus appeared to
move in the majority of trials. It seems unlikely that a
positional, or offset, threshold was measured, since it
would appear paradoxical that a nonzero displacement
should be less detectable than no displacement at all. The
shift in the psychometric curves following adaptation is
most reasonably explained if sensitivity for velocity were
affected. Thus it seems valid to conclude that the
psychometric curves reflect the probability of detection of
motion rather than of offset.

F. Discussion
We have shown above that psychometric curves for the de-
tection of motion are shifted following adaptation with a
stimulus moving in one direction. Cords and Bruecke 3
used a similar technique to determine the null-velocity
range of the motion aftereffect. They employed two pat-
terned moving belts, which could be viewed alternately
when a mirror was moved into the observer's line of sight.
After adapting to a moving pattern, the observer viewed
the test pattern, which was moving at one of a range of
velocities. The observer then judged the direction of
motion according to the "first impression" or gave an
"undecided" answer when the direction could not be de-
termined clearly. Cords and Bruecke then considered the
range of the undecided test velocities as capturing the mo-
tion null velocity. Apart from the technical limitations,
which included a short period of disrupted fixation as the
mirror was swung into place, the criterion based on the
first impression would seem ambiguous, since the motion
aftereffect decays quickly.4 5 Cords and Bruecke re-
ported that direction reversals of the apparent movement
of the test occurred, so that a first impression might eas-
ily have been influenced by the ensuing appearance of the

test. Finally, the range of undecided velocities, for which
no unambiguous direction of movement was perceived,
was considerable and hid the best motion null. Our
method has the advantage that within the short presenta-
tion time of the test (75 ms), the motion aftereffect pre-
sumably decayed very little, leading to a consistent
percept on which to base a decision. The responses to a
range of test velocities were plotted, giving a full psy-
chometric curve on velocity nulling thresholds. Also, the
short presentation time precluded prolonged exposure to
velocities other than the adapting one, thus minimizing
the influence of the test on the state of motion adaptation.
Bennett and Westheimer" measured adaptation effects
on apparent motion, using a technique that shares some
features with ours.

More recently, Sekuler and Pantle4 and Pantle7 used a
technique for determining the velocity of the motion
aftereffect in which they compared an estimate of the
magnitude of the apparent velocity of a stationary test
pattern with a previously seen standard velocity. This
method was considered to be less obtrusive than the mo-
tion null used by Cords and Bruecke, since no moving
tests were presented that could have interfered with the
state of motion adaptation. The magnitude-estimation
task has the disadvantage that the observer is required to
retain a standard velocity in memory, with the possibility
of a criterion shift's taking place during the course of an
experiment. In our experiments the observers merely
had to decide whether the test appeared to move, which is
a simpler decision without memory requirements. In ad-
dition, our method generates a full psychometric curve
that gives information about motion sensitivity, whereas
magnitude estimation gives just one data point.

The changes in the psychometric curve following motion
adaptation put constraints on the types of model that can
be invoked to explain the motion aftereffect. Following
the sections that describe our experiments, we present a
model that meets these constraints (Section 5).

3. EXPERIMENT 2: EFFECTS OF FIELD
SIZE ON MOTION ADAPTATION

We employed the new method to study some spatial prop-
erties of adaptable motion-sensing mechanisms by in-
creasing the height of the adapting gratings while test
gratings remained the same [Fig. 2(a)]. In this experi-
ment, adapting and test stimuli differed only in the verti-
cal dimension, orthogonal to the direction of motion, and
were identical along the direction of motion.

A. Stimuli
Stimuli used were achromatic vertical sinusoidal gratings
presented within horizontal windows, as shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 2(a). Both the adapting and the test gratings
were at 95% contrast, consecutively appearing, and cen-
tered on the same region on the screen. All test gratings
were 0.25 deg high, while adapting gratings were 9.0 deg
high. For ease of description we refer to the 0.25- and the
9.0-deg gratings as short and tall, respectively. Again,
two spatial frequencies were used, 0.4 and 4.0 cycles/deg,
and test gratings were always of the same spatial fre-
quency as the adapting gratings. The adapting stimulus
was drifted to the left at 5 Hz.
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Fig. 2. (a) Stimuli used in Experiment 2. (a) Postadaptation tests were 0.25 deg high, as in Experiment 1. The adapting grating was

9.0 deg high. Results for gratings of (b) 0.4 and (c) 4.0 cycles/deg. Filled triangles, results for tests 0.25 deg high following adaptation

with a grating 9.0 deg high. For comparison, results from Experiment 1 (adapting and testing with gratings 0.25 deg high) are shown
again as open squares.

B. Procedure
Postadaptation velocity thresholds were measured in three
experimental sessions for a total of 60 trials for each test
velocity for observer WLS and for 40 trials for observer
SD. The adapting stimulus, moving leftward at 5 Hz, was
presented for 10 min, during which the observers fixated
the spot at the center of the screen. Thereafter, each test
presentation was preceded by 5 s of top-up adaptation. A
uniform field at mean luminance was presented for 500 ms
while three tones signaled the ensuing test presentation.
The observers' task was again to report whether the pat-
tern appeared to move.

C. Results
The results for adapting with a tall grating and testing
with a short grating are shown in Figs. 2 (b) and 2 (c) (filled
triangles) for gratings of 0.4 and 4.0 cycles/deg, respec-
tively. For comparison, the results of adapting and test-
ing with a short grating are shown again as open squares.
For the 0.4-cycle/deg grating, the minimum of the psy-
chometric curve was at approximately 0.4 Hz of leftward
movement for observer WLS, with motion being perceived
between 5% and 10% of trials around that velocity. The
psychometric curve following adaptation with the tall
grating was displaced less than the curve following adap-
tation with the short grating and did not widen markedly.
Results were qualitatively similar for observer SD.

The minimum of the psychometric curve for the 4.0-
cycle/deg grating was at approximately 1.3 Hz for observer
WLS, with motion being perceived in 12% of trials.
Again, the psychometric curve was displaced less than af-
ter adaptation with the short grating. The psychometric
curves following adaptation with a tall or a short grating
were narrower than the preadaptation curve. Results
were qualitatively similar for observer SD.

Even though the short test field was completely within
the area covered by the tall adapting field, it was adapted
less than by a field its own size. When adaptation was
with a tall field, the upper and lower boundaries of the
adapting and test fields no longer coincided, and the over-
all area of the moving adapting stimulus was larger.

These results cannot be explained in terms of indepen-
dent early motion-sensing mechanisms that have been pro-
posed.34 '-6 These models of motion-sensing mechanisms
generally invoke some form of spatial receptive field
within which stimulus inputs are summed. The responses
of such mechanisms depend on the degree of coverage of
the receptive field for an otherwise optimal stimulus:
output is maximal when the receptive field is completely
covered by the stimulus and does not change if the stimu-
lus size is increased further. The tall adapting grating
would therefore be expected to adapt these types of
motion-sensing mechanism at least as much as does the
short grating. Since the magnitude of motion adaptation
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was reduced when the adapting grating was of a larger
spatial extent than the test, an explanation of the results
requires some form of spatial interaction across such
mechanisms.

In Experiment 3 we replicated the results of Experi-
ments 1 and 2 for motion adaptation by measuring thresh-
old contrast for the detection of moving gratings. In
addition, we further explored the relationship between
adapting and test size to determine whether tall adapting
gratings were simply less effective than short gratings in
eliciting motion adaptation.

4. EXPERIMENT 3: CONTRAST
THRESHOLD ELEVATION FOR MOVING
SINUSOIDAL GRATINGS FOLLOWING
MOTION ADAPTATION

Since the results of Experiments 1 and 2 were obtained
with a new method, we repeated the experiments, using
one of the more commonly used methods for measuring
motion adaptation. We compared the contrast threshold
at which moving gratings were detected before and after
exposure to the adapting stimulus. Sekuler and Ganz,37

using a stabilized retinal image, found direction-selective
contrast-threshold elevation for moving patterns following
exposure of observers to a high-contrast moving stimulus.
Later studies found the effect to be robust under nonsta-
bilized viewing conditions.8' 23 28 The methods used in
Experiment 3 were similar to the ones used in those stud-
ies. An observer fixated a small spot while being pre-
sented with a uniformly moving high-contrast grating for
an extended period of time. Following that, a moving
low-contrast test grating was presented, and the observer
indicated whether he had seen it.

In addition to replicating Experiments 1 and 2, we fur-
ther explored the effect of the relationship between adapt-
ing and test sizes on motion adaptation. For this, we
used the tall adapting grating and varied the size of the
test gratings.

A. Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of vertical sinusoidal gratings presented
within windows of various heights. Adapting fields were
gratings of the same spatial frequency as the test gratings.
The center of the adapting grating coincided with the
center of the test field. There was a 0.5-deg-wide uniform
border at mean luminance around the edges of the grat-
ings. In the first condition, both adapting and test fields
were 0.25 deg high. In the remaining conditions, the
adapting field was 9.0 deg high, and tests were 0.25, 1.0, or
9.0 deg high. Schematics of the stimuli are shown
as abscissa labels in Fig. 3. Adapting gratings were at 95%
contrast. We varied the contrast of the test gratings to
determine contrast threshold. Again, two spatial fre-
quencies were employed, 0.4 and 4.0 cycles/deg. Adapting
gratings were drifted leftward at 5 Hz for 10 min. Test
gratings were presented for 1 s drifting left or right at the
same velocity, followed by 5 s of top-up adaptation.

B. Procedure
Preadaptation contrast thresholds were measured inde-
pendently for rightward and leftward motion of the test
stimulus, which was presented for 1 s following three

evenly spaced cueing tones, and test directions were
randomized. Following 10 min of adaptation with the
leftward-moving adapting field, contrast thresholds were
again determined for both directions of movement of the
test stimulus. Thereafter, each test presentation was
preceded by 5 s of top-up adaptation. Since the adapting
grating was at 95% contrast, while the test grating was
always near threshold, the two were easily discriminable.
Furthermore, the test was presented for 1 s. Therefore
no cueing tones were used, and the test simply followed the
adapting stimulus immediately. A tone signaled the end
of the test presentation. Thresholds were determined
with an interleaved double-random staircase tracking the
80% detection point.'9 Six transitions were run for each
staircase, so that each data point is the mean of 12 values.

C. Results
We have calculated two indices of desensitization from
each set of contrast thresholds. The first index reflects
the total desensitization, where thresholds for tests mov-
ing in the same direction as the adapting grating were
compared before and after adaptation.2 3 4 0 This index
was calculated as follows:

total desensitization

l threshold (postadapt same direction)]
g threshold (preadapt same direction) (1)

Positive values of this index indicate threshold elevations
for tests moving in the direction of adaptation. This in-
dex is plotted as open circles in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).

The second index reflects directional desensitization,
where thresholds following adaptation were compared for
tests moving in the same direction as the adapting stimu-
lus and for tests moving in the opposite direction.384 0

This index was calculated as follows:

directional desensitization

logEthreshold (postadapt same direction) 1. 2
threshold (postadapt opposite direction) (

Positive values of this index correspond to greater desen-
sitization in the direction of adaptation than in the oppo-
site direction. This index is plotted as filled squares.

Results for gratings with spatial frequencies of 0.4 and
4.0 cycles/deg are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively,
for two observers. The adapting and testing configura-
tions are shown for each condition at the bottom of the
figure. Desensitization indices for adapting and testing
with a grating 0.25 deg high are shown in the left-hand
columns of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). When the adapting grat-
ing was 9.0 deg high, thresholds for the 0.25-deg test were
not elevated so much, as is shown by lower desensitization
indices in the second column. For observer WLS, both
measures of motion adaptation decrease in magnitude as
the size of the adapting grating is increased beyond that of
the test. For observer SD, the index for total desensitiza-
tion, which partially reflects non-direction-selective
contrast-threshold elevation, shows some irregularity.
The directional desensitization index, though, is quite
systematic across all conditions.

In the third and fourth columns we show results for
adaptation with a grating 9.0 deg high when test gratings
were 1.0 and 9.0 deg high, respectively. As test size was
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and (b) 4.0-cycle/deg gratings. The abscissas are divided into the four experimental conditions tested. The particular adapting and test-

size configurations for each category are shown below the graphs. Desensitization indexes plotted on the ordinate reflect the amount of

contrast threshold elevation following adaptation with a grating at 95% contrast. The total desensitization index compares contrast
thresholds for tests moving in the same direction as the adapting grating before and after adaptation [see Eq. (1)]. Positive values indi-

cate that thresholds were elevated following adaptation (open circles). The index of directional desensitization compares postadaptation
thresholds for the two test directions [see Eq. (2)]. Positive values indicate that thresholds for tests moving in the same direction as the
adapting grating were elevated more than thresholds for tests moving in the opposite direction (filled squares).

increased, the magnitude of desensitization increased also.
Adaptation was maximal when both the adapting and the
test fields were 9.0 deg high. Thus the overall pattern is
that motion adaptation is less pronounced when adapting
and test sizes differ, while it is maximal when the sizes
match.

D. Discussion
These results extend the findings of Nakayama and
Roberts, 7 who showed that contrast-threshold elevation
was less pronounced when the adapting field size was in-
creased beyond the size of the test. Using the contrast-
threshold-elevation paradigm, we showed in addition that
threshold elevation was again more pronounced when test
sizes were increased to match a tall adapting field.

Nakayama and Roberts suggested that motion informa-
tion about short and tall fields is processed by different
sets of mechanisms tuned to varying sizes. We suggest
that a model in which mechanisms interact through dif-
fuse inhibitory connections whose strength decreases
with distance would also be consistent with the data. In
this model the output of mechanisms exposed to the inte-
rior of a large moving stimulus is reduced. Mechanisms
near the edges of the stimulus receive less inhibition, so
their output is greater. Adaptation takes place indepen-
dently within each mechanism and occurs after the in-
hibitory inputs from surrounding mechanisms are pooled.
Mechanisms near the center of a large adapting stimulus
will adapt less than those near the edges. Thresholds for
a small test centered on the same retinal region as a large
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adapting stimulus therefore will be less elevated. Pre-
adaptation thresholds for large tests will be determined by
the responses of mechanisms near the edges of the stimu-
lus, since these have the greatest output. During adapta-
tion, the response of these mechanisms is reduced the
most. Thresholds are elevated following adaptation, since
outputs of the formerly most responsive units near the
edges of the stimulus are reduced. We present a formal
version of this model in Section 6.

5. MODEL OF THE MOTION AFTEREFFECT
In this section we present a model of the motion after-
effect. The psychometric curves generated by this model
for the probability of detection of motion for tests at
different velocities were fitted to the preadaptation and
postadaptation 4-cycle/deg results of Experiment 1 for ob-
server WLS.

Even though a large number of experimental studies on
the motion aftereffect have been published,'-' only a few
have attempted quantitative modeling. Wohlgemuth' pro-
posed that the motion aftereffect could be due to a mecha-
nism subjected to some form of neuronal fatigue following
prolonged exposure to a moving stimulus. Sutherland4 '
and Clymer4" assumed that adaptation fatigues one mem-
ber of an opponent pair of mechanisms, thus creating an
imbalance of outputs. The idea at the core of Sutherland's
suggestion has been applied to experimental results only
as a verbal description, 4 42 43 and no one has attempted to
fit experimental data with a mathematical model. This
lack of explicit models may be due in part to a lack of
knowledge about the motion-sensing mechanisms them-
selves and in part to a lack of quantitative data that lend
themselves to modeling of the motion aftereffect. Until
recently the most common measures of the motion
aftereffect were decay time, for which a tracking or con-
tinuous nulling tehnique was used; estimated magnitude;
and velocity matching across retinal locations.4,5,7,42,43
Although there is some consensus about models of early
mechanisms that sense motion,'4 ' 6 the extraction of the
velocity of a moving stimulus from the signals of these
early mechanisms is still an unresolved problem. Thus
data based on the estimated magnitude of the motion af-
tereffect and on velocity matching, i.e., estimates of the
apparent velocity of a test stimulus, are of limited use for
modeling of the motion aftereffect because of a lack of
knowledge about the extraction of velocity information
from the signals of early motion-sensing mechanisms.

The types of data collected by the experimental meth-
ods used in this study are easier to model, even though it
is still necessary to make a number of linking assump-
tions. The data from our experiments consist of complete
psychometric curves of the probability of detection of mo-
tion. This is advantageous for modeling, since it requires
only a general model of motion-sensing mechanisms
whose outputs are passed through a function that directly
generates probabilities of detection. Thus, later stages of
the motion system for disentangling stimulus contrast and
velocity are not needed, as they can be assumed to be
largely transparent to stimuli moving at threshold veloci-
ties. In this section we focus on a model of the motion
aftereffect in the case in which adapting and test fields
are of the same dimensions.

The core of the model is a variant of the spatiotemporal-
energy model proposed by Adelson and Bergen.'6 In this
model, the visual scene is sampled with a set of phase-
shifted spatiotemporal filters whose outputs are trans-
formed and combined in such a way as to produce two
channels preferentially tuned to opposite directions of
motion. The outputs of the two channels are then sub-
tracted from one another to yield a value, M, whose sign
reflects the direction of motion. Verbal descriptions of
models for the motion aftereffect seem to refer exclusively
to such opponent processes.4 ' In fact, there appears to
be little evidence for exclusively bidirectional opponent-
motion mechanisms.4 4 In a more general model, the
outputs of channels tuned to various orientations and di-
rections of motion could be combined, in effect providing a
vector sum of motion energies in different directions.
This kind of model could explain results, including those
for the motion aftereffect, for which a simple opponent
stage has been proposed. In the present experiments,
motion was confined to the two opposite directions along
one spatial axis. Therefore we have found it sufficient to
use only mechanisms tuned to these two directions. The
results of this study do not themselves endorse an oppo-
nent stage of motion processing. We have used the
Adelson-Bergen model instead of other models because of
the ease of manipulating the preopponent mechanisms in
this model.

In order to introduce adaptation properties to the
model, we added independent multiplicative gain-control

(a)

(b)

test velocity

(C
GGL GR

L* + R*t

(d) M

Fig. 4. Schematic of a motion-sensing mechanism with adapt-
able properties whose output is used to generate probabilities of
detection for gratings moving at different velocities. (a) Spatio-
temporal filters tuned to loftward (L) and rightward (R) motion,
(b) output of L and R channels as a function of the speed and
direction of a moving grating, (c) independent multiplicative
gain-control mechanisms for L and R channels. (d) The absolute
value of the opponent output M is fed into a function, TI which
generates a probability of detection of motion.
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mechanisms for the leftward- and rightward-sensitive
channels before the opponent combination. A schematic
of the model is shown in Fig. 4. The outputs of the
leftward- and rightward-sensitive channels shown in
Fig. 4(a) are labeled L and R, respectively. The responses
of subunits preferentially tuned to leftward and right-
ward motion are shown schematically in Fig. 4(b), at the
right. The velocity-response curves shown in the diagram
reflect the outputs of tuned spatiotemporal filters as a
function of the velocity of sinusoidal gratings. The L
channel responds maximally to leftward movement of a
particular temporal frequency. Its output decreases for
frequencies higher or lower than the optimal value. The
spatiotemporal filters proposed by Adelson and Bergen
give a steady output to moving sinusoidal gratings. An
important property of the tuned spatiotemporal filters is
that they do not give zero output when exposed to a sta-
tionary pattern. In fact, each filter responds to move-
ment even in the nonpreferred direction. This is apparent
from the description of motion-sensing mechanisms as
orientable filters in space and time.36 Complex cells in
cat striate cortex have been shown to have similar proper-
ties.4 4 The functional form of the velocity-response
curves chosen for our model is a Gaussian; the location of

the peak of the curve on the frequency axis is the optimal
test velocity. The actual shape of the curve, which de-
pends on the particular temporal filters used, is not criti-
cal to the functioning of our model. It is relevant only

that there be a preferred direction of motion, with a de-
cline in output for lower velocities, and nonzero responses
to stationary stimuli and to motion in the nonpreferred
direction.

In the model, prolonged exposure to a moving stimulus
affects multiplicative gain-control mechanisms, as shown
schematically in Fig. 4(c). The gain values for the L and
R channels are calculated according to the following
formulas:

k
GL = (3)

k + (L,,)

k
GR = (4)

k + (R)P'

where La and Ra are the outputs of the L and R channels
during adaptation and k is a constant that is the same for
both channels. The exponent p can be used to modify the
input to the gain function and is set equal to one in this
model. The gain functions return values between zero
and one. The greater the output of a channel during
adaptation, the smaller the corresponding gain value.
The outputs produced in the L and R channels in response
to a moving test stimulus are multiplied by the corre-
sponding gain values:

L* = L *GL, (5)

R* = R *GR. (6)

In the model we assume that the gain values before adap-
tation are both equal to one. Therefore, before adapta-
tion, L* = L, and R* = R.

The output of one channel is then subtracted from that
of the other channel to yield a value whose sign reflects
the direction of motion. Since the results of our experi-
ments were based on the detection of motion irre-

spective of direction, we considered only the absolute
value of the opponent response in our model:

M = R* - L*I. (7)

This is shown schematically in Fig. 4(d), where curve M is
the absolute value of the difference between curves L and
R in Fig. 4(b).

In order to relate the opponent output to probability of
detection, we used the Quick45 psychometric function:

N
= 1 - [1 - (1 - 2-'i )],

i=l
(8)

where Ri is the normalized response of mechanism i
found by dividing the response Mi by a factor, m. The
parameter m determines the velocity at which detection
equals 50% for a single mechanism. This function serves
to calculate the probability of detection following probabil-
ity summation of several channels. The exponent a is a
parameter used to vary the slope of the psychometric
curve, and N is the number of mechanisms pooled.

In this model we assume that, at the time of testing,
adaptation has reached a steady state and is not altered
significantly by the presentation of the tests. This ap-
pears to be reasonable, since in our experiments we ini-
tially adapted for 600 s and interleaved tests with 5-s
top-up adaptation, whereas tests were presented for only
0.075 s. To simplify the modeling, we assume that the
presentation of a test was long enough to allow the spatio-
temporal filters to reach steady-state output. It is ques-
tionable whether this would be possible given the 75-ms
test in our experiments, but it seems plausible that the
velocity-response curve for a test of short duration will
have a functional form similar to that for a longer test.

In Fig. 5 we apply the model in a first attempt to fit the
data of Experiment 1, in which we measured psychometric
curves for the detection of motion before and after pro-
longed exposure to a stimulus moving in one direction.
Preadaptation and postadaptation results are shown in
the left- and right-hand columns, respectively. Test ve-
locities are plotted on the abscissas in hertz. We em-
ployed only one motion-sensing mechanism tuned to 5 Hz

(Lrmech = 3 Hz); this value corresponds to the velocity of
the adapting stimulus in the experiments. The velocity-
response curves for the constituent spatiotemporal filters
are shown in Fig. 5(a). The height of the Gaussian re-
sponse curves was set to 8 units. The adapting stimulus
moved leftward at 5 Hz, indicated by an arrow, labeled a,
in the left-hand graph in Fig. 5(a). The L channel gives a
greater response to the adapting stimulus than does the R
channel. These are the response values of La and Ra, used
to set the gain factor. For this case, the gain constant k
was set to 1.93. The graph at the right shows the re-
sponse curves following adaptation. The response of the
L channel has been reduced by a greater amount than
that of the R channel.

The absolute value of the postopponent response for the
same range of test velocities is shown in Fig. 5(b). Before
adaptation the opponent response to a stationary stimulus
is zero. Following adaptation a stationary stimulus elicits
a greater response from the R channel, so that the oppo-
nent output is not zero: the minimum of the postadapta-
tion curve is shifted to the left. A test stimulus has to be
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Fig. 5. Application of the model with the use of one set of spatio
temporal filters tuned to 5 Hz. Panels show responses at differ
ent stages of the model shown in Fig. 4. Left-hand column
preadaptation responses; right-hand column, corresponding
postadaptation responses. Adapting and test gratings were as
sumed to be the same size, as in Experiment 1. (a) Output of the
spatiotemporal filters in response to gratings at 100% contrast
moving at different velocities. The arrow labeled a indicates the
point on the abscissa that corresponds to the adapting gratinf
moving leftward at 5 Hz. The responses of the L and R channel
to that velocity are used to set the gain values. (b) AbsolutE
value of the opponent response. (c) Close-up of the shaded regior
in (b); the scale on the abscissa changes accordingly. (d) The
value of M is fed into the Quick psychometric function [seE
Eq. (8)], producing a probability of detection. Open circles
preadaptation psychometric curve for the detection of motion ol
0.4-cycle/deg gratings measured in Experiment 1 for observe]
WLS; asterisks, experimental results following adaptation. SeE
text for model parameter settings.

moved leftward in order for the L and R responses to be
canceled out.

Figure 5(c) gives an enlarged view of the shaded region
in Fig. 5(b). The range of test velocities in Figs. 5(c) and
5(d) is the -3.5-to-i-Hz portion of the -40-to-40-Hz
range in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). Following adaptation, the
response curve for M shifts to the left. The values of M
were passed through the Quick psychometric function to
generate curves representing the probability of detection
of motion, shown in Fig. 5(d). The parameters were cho-
sen to give a good fit to the preadaptation data (m = 0.55;
a = 3.1). The results from Experiment 1 are shown as
circles for the preadaptation condition and as asterisks for
the postadaptation measurements.

This simple model captures one key property of the
data: following adaptation to the left, the detection curve
shifts to the left. What the model does not capture is the
nonzero probability of detection at the minimum point of

the postadaptation curve. Also, the left-hand side of the
curve generated by the model is shallower than the right-
hand side, which is not consistent with the data. These
problems can be addressed if one considers the responses
from a distribution of mechanisms.

So far we have considered only the responses of a set of
mechanisms tuned to one temporal frequency. Electro-
physiological recordings in cats and monkeys show that
cells can vary in their preferred velocities46 -4 8 and that the
bandwidth of response tends to scale with the preferred
velocity. Thus it seems reasonable to assume in the model
that there are a number of mechanisms, each tuned to a
different preferred velocity. In this case we employed
only two sets of mechanisms, as shown schematically in
Fig. 6. One set of filters was tuned to leftward and right-
ward motion at 5 Hz (mech = 3 Hz), as described previ-
ously in the model shown in Fig. 5. These filters are
labeled L, and RI in Fig. 6. A second set of filters was
tuned to motion at 16 Hz (mech = 11.5), a value chosen to
give a good fit to the data. These filters are labeled L2
and R2. These two sets of mechanisms are independent.
Their final outputs, Ml and M2, are then pooled by proba-
bility summation in the probability function. The
responses of the spatiotemporal filters are shown super-
imposed in Fig. 7(a). The solid curves, labeled L, and Rl,
show responses of the subunits preferentially tuned to
5 Hz, while the dashed curves, labeled L2 and R2, show
responses of the subunits with peak sensitivity at 16 Hz.
Subunit L responds maximally to an adapting grating
moving leftward at 5 Hz. The response of subunit L2 to
the same adapting grating is not so pronounced, since its
peak response is at 16 Hz. Therefore subunit L2 will not
be adapted quite so much as subunit L,. In either case,
the outputs of the channels tuned to leftward motion are
reduced more than those of the rightward-sensitive chan-
nels, as shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 7(a). The
gain constant k and parameters for the probability func-
tion were the same as in the model shown in Fig. 5. The
opponent outputs are shown in Fig. 7(b). Before adapta-
tion both Ml and M2 are centered at zero. Curve M2 is
shallower than curve Ml around zero. Following adapta-
tion, the curves shift by different amounts: curve M2
shifts farther than curve Ml. The point at which the
Gaussian response curves cross determines the minimum

5Hz 16Hz

Fig. 6. Expanded model that encompasses independent motion-
sensing mechanisms preferentially tuned to different temporal
rates. The absolute value of the opponent output is then pooled
by means of probability summation in the psychometric function.
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Fig. 7. Application of the model with the use of two sets of inde-
pendent spatiotemporal filters. Left-hand column, preadapta-
tion responses; right-hand column, postadaptation responses.
(a) Solid curves, responses of filters tuned to 5 Hz; dashed
curves, those of filters tuned to 16 Hz. (b) Absolute values of
opponent responses of the two sets of mechanisms. (c) Close-up
of shaded region in (b). (d) Curves Ml and M2 are combined
through probability summation into one curve that gives proba-
bility of detection of moving gratings (dashed curve). Circles
and asterisks show the preadaptation and postadaptation results,
respectively, for the detection of motion of 0.4-cycle/deg gratings
measured in Experiment 1 for observer WLS.

of the opponent response curve. When the height of one
of the Gaussian curves is reduced by a constant factor, the
shift of the crossing point depends on the slopes of the
curves. The greater the standard deviation of the Gauss-
ians, the greater the shift in the crossing point.

Figure 7(c) shows an enlargement of the shaded region
in Fig. 7(b). The range of velocities on the abscissa
changes accordingly. Results of Experiment 1 are shown
in Fig. 7(d) together with the psychometric curves pre-
dicted by the model, shown as a dashed line in each panel.
Before adaptation (left column), the probability of detec-
tion depended primarily on the response of Ml, which cor-
responds to the activity of the spatiotemporal filters tuned
to lower temporal frequencies. Following adaptation, the
probability of detection is also heavily influenced by the
response of M2. Thus the left-hand side of the curve is
determined primarily by Ml, while the right-hand side is

determined primarily by M2, which has a shallower slope.

Figure 7(d) shows that this model reflects the data's
properties quite well:

1. Following adaptation to the left, the curve for the
probability of detection of motion shifts to the left.

2. At the minimum of the curve, the probability of de-
tection is not zero.

3. The slope on the left-hand side of the postadaptation
curve is similar to the preadaptation slope, while the slope
on the right-hand side is shallower.

These properties were captured with a few simple modi-
fications of an existing class of motion-sensing models:

1. There are several mechanisms tuned to different
rates of motion; bandwidths scale approximately with the
preferred temporal frequency.

2. Independent multiplicative gain controls affect each
channel before the opponent stage.

3. There is probability summation across mechanisms
tuned to different rates of motion.

The parameters of the model were chosen arbitrarily to
give a good fit to the preadaptation data. For modeling
the effects of adaptation, the parameters were kept
fixed, and only the gain constant k was manipulated to
produce the appropriate amount of shift in the postadapta-
tion curve.

The model can account for the opening of the postadap-
tation curve to the right, as was found for observer WLS.
In addition, parameters can be chosen to produce very
little change in the shape of the curve. A model employing
only units tuned to one velocity predicts an opening of the
curve to the left, which is not consistent with the data of
either observer.

Since the postadaptation psychometric curve for 4.0-
cycle/deg gratings is wider, and is shifted more, than the
curve for the 0.4-cycle/deg gratings, it cannot be fitted
with the use of the same parameters. The model is lim-
ited by the scaling properties of the Gaussian response
curves. When the difference in scaling between the data
sets for the two spatial frequencies is taken into considera-
tion, the model can also generate psychometric curves to
match those of the 4.0-cycle/deg data.

A model that seems reasonable at first glance but that
will not work is one of independent multiplicative gain con-
trols on channels that respond only to the preferred direc-
tion of motion and that give no response for stationary
stimuli or for stimuli moving in the nonpreferred direc-
tion. Preadaptation curves for the L and R channels of
this model are shown schematically in the left-hand panel
of Fig. 8(a). The absolute value of the opponent response
is shown in the left-hand panel of Fig. 8(b). Following
adaptation with a leftward-moving stimulus, the output of
the L channel is reduced, as shown at the right in Fig. 8(a).
The opponent output after adaptation [Fig. 8(b), right]
shows that the response curve becomes shallower in the
direction of adaptation and does not shift. This is quite
contrary to the experimental results.

We have not found any references to prior efforts at fit-
ting experimental data on the motion aftereffect with an
explicit model. Even though our model is based on a gen-
eral class of motion-sensing mechanisms whose properties
have been examined in some detail, it is possible that some
other models may produce similar results. In particular,
the model described in this section is based on indepen-
dent multiplicative gain controls before the opponent stage.
It is possible that a subtractive adaptive mechanism after
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Fig. 8. Model that is reasonable but that nevertheless does not
produce responses consistent with the experimental data. Left
column, preadaptation responses; right column, postadaptation
responses. (a) Leftward- and rightward-sensitive channels re-
spond only to motion in their preferred direction. Following
adaptation with a stimulus moving to the left, only the response
of the L channel is reduced. (b) The absolute value of the oppo-
nent response is symmetric around zero velocity before adapta-
tion. Following adaptation, the curve opens to the left and the
minimum remains at zero velocity, which is contrary to the ex-
perimental results.

the combination stage could also produce similar results,
though we have not explored the details of the elaborations
needed to fit the data.

6. MODEL OF SIZE EFFECTS IN MOTION
ADAPTATION

In this section we present a model that can account for the
results of Experiment 3, in which we measured contrast
thresholds for moving gratings of different vertical extent
before and after motion adaptation. Thresholds for short
tests were elevated more following adaptation with short
fields than with taller fields. Tall adapting fields did ele-
vate thresholds for tall fields. In other words, threshold
elevation was maximal when the sizes of the adapting and
test fields were the same. Models of early motion-sensing
mechanisms4-31 generally sum inputs linearly over their
spatial receptive fields. Therefore a tall adapting stimu-
lus should adapt individual units at least as much as a
short adapting stimulus. In order to explain the experi-
mental results, which suggest that a size match between
adapting and test stimuli elevates thresholds maximally,
some form of spatial interaction across motion-sensing
mechanisms must be invoked. In the discussion of
Experiment 3 (Subsection 4.D) we gave a verbal descrip-
tion of a system of inhibitory connections among motion-
sensing units that would explain the experimental results.
The model described in this section is intended as a
demonstration that diffuse inhibitory mechanisms possess
the properties necessary for generating results similar to
the experimental data. Thus the fact that threshold ele-
vation is maximal when adapting and test sizes match
need not be due to hard-wired size-tuned units. The
model is purposely kept very simple.

The basic structure of motion-sensing mechanisms is
identical to that described for the model in Section 5 and
shown in Fig. 4. We assume that visual space is tiled
with the receptive fields of such mechanisms. In order to
account for size-dependent adaptation phenomena, we

assume that mechanisms sampling different regions of vi-
sual space interact through inhibitory connections. Inhi-
bition occurs independently for each direction-selective
channel and before the gain-control stage. This inhibi-
tory interaction takes place only for mechanisms with the
same preferred direction of motion and is restricted to
mechanisms along an axis orthogonal to the preferred di-
rection. Figure 9 shows a schematic of the proposed
interaction. Three motion-sensing units tuned to motion
along the horizontal direction are shown distributed along
the vertical axis. Dashed lines indicate inhibitory con-
nections, with arrows showing the direction of the inhibi-
tory signal. A dash inside a circle represents the summed
inhibitory inputs received by a mechanism, as shown in
the bottom unit, which receives inhibitory inputs from its
nearest neighbor and from a unit that is further away in
visual space. Not all connections are shown in the dia-
gram; in fact, all mechanisms receive inhibitory inputs
from all other mechanisms along the vertical axis. Thus
all connections are reciprocal, as shown for the bottom and
middle units. Each mechanism receives inhibition before
the gain-control stage but after the stage that sends out
the inhibitory output from that mechanism. Therefore
the inhibitory output signal is not affected by inhibitory
input from surrounding units; this simplifies the model
analytically.

Inhibitory connections are given one further property:
the strength of inhibition decreases as the separation be-
tween units in visual space increases. Figure 10 shows a
schematic of an array of receptive fields tuned to leftward
motion, with the remainder of the model not shown. A
stimulus moving to the left, shown in Fig. 10(a), covers the
array of receptive fields so that all mechanisms respond
with equal magnitude. Units outside the region of the
stimulus are not shown, since their output is zero. In the
model, we have chosen a Gaussian as the spatial weighting

.... .......

Fig. 9. Schematic of inhibitory connections among motion-
sensing mechanisms. (a) Inhibition occurs independently for
L and R channels, which are shown schematically as ellipses with
inscribed arrows indicating their preferred direction of motion.
Inhibitory connections are shown as dashed lines. Inhibition
takes place among units along an axis orthogonal to the preferred
direction of motion. A dash inside a circle represents the
summed inhibitory inputs received by a mechanism, as shown in
the bottom unit, which receives inhibitory inputs from its nearest
neighbor and from the top unit. Not all connections are shown
in the diagram; all connections are in fact reciprocal, as shown
for the middle and bottom units.
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way the responses of the L and R mechanisms for stimuli
of different contrast will simply be scaled versions of those
shown in the diagram. For stimuli moving leftward at
5 Hz, the responses of the L and R mechanisms are de-
fined as follows:

L = contrast * Lt, Lt = 1,
mu

m
1 0 1 0

Stimulus Magnitude of inhibition received

Fig. 10. Inhibitory inputs from spatiotemporal filters are
weighted by distance in visual space. Ellipses represent recep-
tive fields of filters tuned to leftward motion. The remainder of
the model is not shown. For simplicity, receptive fields do not
overlap. (a) The stimulus consists of a vertical grating at 100%
contrast moving leftward. (b) All filters completely covered by

the stimulus respond with equal magnitude. Filters not exposed
to the stimulus are silent. The curve shows the magnitude of the
inhibitory signal received by the shaded unit from surrounding
units. Signals from nearby units are given a greater weight than
inhibitory signals from units farther away in visual space. The
gap at the peak of the curve indicates that units do not inhibit
themselves. The total inhibitory signal is the weighted sum of
inhibitory inputs from surrounding units. (c) The shaded unit
near the edge, of the moving stimulus receives less inhibition,
since signals from units that are far removed are given only a
small weight.

function for the inhibitory effect of surrounding units.
The Gaussian shown in Fig. 10(b) indicates the amount of
inhibition received by the shaded unit from the corre-
sponding surrounding units. The break at the peak of the
curve indicates that units do not inhibit themselves. The
shaded unit receives more inhibitory input from nearby
units than from units that are farther away. Figure 10(c)
shows that the shaded unit near the border of the uni-
formly moving stimulus has fewer active neighbors and
therefore receives a lesser amount of inhibition than does
a unit near the center.

To simplify calculations, we assumed that the receptive
fields of motion-sensing units do not overlap and that at
the border of a moving stimulus no receptive field is only
partially covered. In this way, the responses of all units
exposed to the stimulus are the same, while all units out-
side the region covered by the stimulus are silent.

Next we describe the equations characterizing a motion-
sensing unit that receives inhibitory input from other
units as well as the particulars of manipulating the
contrast instead of the velocity of a stimulus. Figure 11
shows a schematic of a motion-sensing unit. The outputs
of spatiotemporal filters tuned to opposite directions of
motion are labeled L and R in Fig. 11(a). Figure 11(e)
shows the responses of these filters to optimally oriented
gratings at 100% contrast moving at different velocities.
We assumed that mechanisms were tuned to 5 Hz, with a
standard deviation 0°mech = 3 Hz. In Experiment 3, both
adapting and test stimuli moved at a rate of 5 Hz. There-
fore in the model we consider only the responses of the L
and R mechanisms to tests moving at 5 Hz, which are
labeled L, and R, in Fig. 11(e). In this simple model we
assume that the response of a mechanism is linear with
contrast. This is not a property of the "motion energy"
filters described by Adelson and Bergen3 6 but may be a
justifiable assumption around threshold contrast. In this

R = contrast * Rt, R, < 1,

(9)

(10)

where 0 s contrast c 1. The inhibitory output signals,
which are not shown in the diagram, branch off at this
point and are equal to L and R. The inhibitory input
signals are shown schematically in Fig. 11(b). The inhibi-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

5Hz

Fig. 11. Schematic of a motion-sensing unit that receives inhibi-
tory inputs. (a) L, R, Outputs of spatiotemporal filters tuned to
opposite directions of motion. The inhibitory output signals
branch off at this point but are not shown in the diagram. The
responses of the L and R channels to stimuli at different velocities
are shown in (e), below the diagram. Lt, Rt, Responses of the two
channels to test stimuli moving leftward at 5 Hz. As a simplifi-
cation around contrast thresholds, we assume that the responses
for the L and R channels scale linearly with the contrast of the
test stimulus. (b) Summed inhibitory input occurs after the in-
hibitory output and before the gain-control stage. Inhibitory in-
put is subtracted from the L and R channels; the ensuing signals
are labeled L' and R'. (C) GL, GR, Independent gain control for
the left and right channels, respectively. Signals L' and R' are
multiplied by the corresponding gain factors to generate L* and
R*, respectively. (d) The absolute value of the opponent response,
M, is passed through the Quick psychometric function to generate
a probability of detection.

(b) (c)
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tory signals are simply subtracted from L and R; the re-
sponses after the inhibitory input are L' and R' and are
defined as follows:

L'= L - E
i-i

N

R'= R-E
i-l

expi 1 distance (i) 2 \
,Vi * b * exp - * (Jnib J (11)
Ri*b* exp -*1 L122 Oinhib 1 N

N is the number of units in the array. The strength of
inhibitory outputs of surrounding motion-sensing mecha-
nisms is described by Li and R. The efficacy of these
inhibitory outputs is then modified by the spatial weight-
ing function described by the Gaussian. Units can be
numbered, and the distance is simply the difference be-
tween the index of the unit receiving inhibition and the
index of a given inhibitory unit. Since units do not in-
hibit themselves, a distance of zero is not considered. The
spatial extent of inhibitory interactions is determined by
cjinhib. The term b weights all inhibitory inputs equally
and is used to control the total magnitude of inhibition
received by a mechanism. In the case in which the total
magnitude of inhibition is greater than the excitation of a
unit, we assume that the resulting response is rectified
to zero.

The responses L' and R' are multiplied by the gain fac-
tors GL and GR, respectively, which arise in the gain con-
trol stage shown in Fig. 11(c). The gain functions are
defined as

GL = k (13)
k + (L')P

GR = k ,(14)

k + (R')P

where k is the gain constant. The exponent p gives added
control over the behavior of the gain function. Before
adaptation, contrast = 0, so that GL = GR = 1. The con-
trast of the adapting stimulus was set equal to one; one
calculates the gain factors for the postadaptation condi-
tion by using that value for the contrast. We assume that
the adapting stimulus is presented for a long enough pe-
riod for adaptation to reach a steady state in the gain
function and that tests are short enough that the state of
adaptation is not significantly altered.

The responses that have been modified by the gain fac-
tors are termed L* and R* and are defined as

L*= L' *GL, (15)

R* =R' * GR- (16)
The final output of motion-sensing mechanisms is the

absolute value of the difference between the L* and the R*
signals, which are then fed into the Quick psychometric
function [Eq. (8)]. In this model we assume that contrast
thresholds for the detection of moving gratings are depen-
dent on the opponent signal. Experimental evidence
shows that, for luminance stimuli, detection and motion
thresholds are the same for the range 2-8 Hz.4 9 Thus we
can safely assume that the stimulus is seen as moving at
contrast threshold, so that, in the model, detection thresh-
old is the value of contrast for which the opponent-motion
signal reaches some criterion value.

Next we describe the response of an array of motion-
sensing units that interact through inhibitory connections
when exposed to tall and short leftward-moving stimuli.
The particular parameter settings used to produce the re-
sults that follow were k = 0.2 955,p = 0.1139, b = 0.3623,
0

'inhib = 1.5, N = 13.
Figure 12(a) shows a schematic of the stimulus that con-

sists of a tall grating at 100% contrast moving leftward
at 5 Hz. The output of the array of 13 mechanisms that
is completely covered by this stimulus is shown in
Figure 12(b). We consider only one column of units,
whose location is plotted along the vertical axis. The out-
put of each unit is plotted along the horizontal axis. Re-
sponses of the L channels are shown as asterisks; those of
R channels as O's. The dashed curve shows the differ-
ence between responses of the L and the R channels.
Units near the center of the stimulus receive more inhibi-
tion, so that output is less than for units near the edges.
Varying contrast would simply scale this pattern of re-
sponses by the corresponding factor. The outputs of units
near the center are not zero.

We assume that detection threshold is determined by
probability summation of the opponent outputs of all units.
Contrast threshold for a tall field is determined mainly by
the output of the units near the edges, because those have
the greatest output. Following adaptation with a tall
grating, the response of each unit to the adapting stimu-
lus, shown in Fig. 12(b), determines the gain factor, shown
in Fig. 12(c). When a tall grating is used as a test
[Fig. 12(d)], the preadaptation output is the same as the
response to the adapting grating [Fig. 12(e)]. Following
adaptation, the output of each unit is multiplied by the
corresponding value in Fig. 12(c). The output of each unit
after adaptation is shown in Fig. 12(f) as the response to a
tall grating at 100% contrast: responses of all units are
reduced. Thus a tall grating becomes less easily detect-
able following adaptation with a grating of the same size.
We show responses only to leftward tests. The overall
pattern of excitation for rightward tests would be similar,
except that the magnitude of adaptation would not be as
pronounced following a leftward adapting stimulus.

Next we consider the effects of adapting and testing
with a short grating moving leftward. In the model we
assume that a short test covers exactly one motion-sensing
mechanism [Fig. 13(a)], so that the output of that mecha-
nism is equal to one when the test grating is at 100% con-
trast, as shown in Fig. 13(b). Outputs of the surrounding
units are zero. As a result of the large output during
adaptation, the gain factor for the L channel, shown as an
asterisk [Fig. 13(c)], is greatly reduced. Response to a
short test stimulus [Fig. 13(d)] is therefore greatly re-
duced following adaptation [Fig. 13(f)]. This makes the
grating much less easily detectable.

When adapting with a tall grating [Fig. 14(a)], outputs of
units near the center of the grating are small (14b), which
leads to a gain value near one [Fig. 14(c)]. A short test
[Fig. 14(d)] elicits a response only from the unit in the
center of the array [Fig. 14(e)]. Following adaptation with
a tall grating, the response of the unit exposed to the
short test, shown in Fig. 14(f), is reduced less than in
Fig. 13(f). Postadaptation thresholds would therefore not
be elevated as much as after adaptation to a short grating.

In Fig. 15 we show results generated by this model that
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stimulus to adapting stimulus responoe response
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Fig. 12. Responses of motion-sensing units to tall adapting and
test stimuli. All gratings are assumed to be optimal for the
spatiotemporal filters. Gratings are at 100% contrast, which
elicits a response equal to one. (a) Tall adapting stimulus.
(b) Motion-sensing units are distributed along the vertical axis.
Responses to the adapting stimulus are plotted along the horizon-
tal axis. *, Responses of L channels; 0, responses of R channels.
Dashed curve, difference between L and R channels. The
smallest response shown is not zero. (c) Gain factor for L and

R channels. Symbols correspond to those used in (b). (d) Tall

test stimulus. (e) Preadaptation responses of L and R channels.
(f) Postadaptation responses of channels.
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Fig. 13. Responses of motion-sensing units to short adapting
and test stimuli. (a) Short adapting stimulus. (b) Only one
motion-sensing unit is covered by the stimulus. Surrounding
units are silent. (c) Gain factor for the unit that responds to the
adapting stimulus. Gains for other units are equal to one.
(d) Short test stimulus. (e) Preadaptation response of the unit
exposed to the stimulus. (f) Postadaptation response.

correspond to the experimental conditions described in
Experiment 3. For every condition shown in Figs. 12-14,
opponent outputs of all active units were pooled in the
Quick psychometric function to generate a probability of
detection. Contrast was varied until the probability of
detection was 80%, which was the value tracked by the

staircase procedure in Experiment 3. The model's pa-
rameters were set so that preadaptation thresholds had
the same values as the experimental results for observer
WLS, with 0.4-cycle/deg gratings (m = 0.0037, a =
0.8789). Indices for total desensitization and directional
desensitization were calculated as in Experiment 3 and
are plotted as open circles and filled squares, respectively.
The results can be compared with the experimental data
in Fig. 3. The modeling results are qualitatively similar
to the experimental results: desensitization indices were
greater when adapting and test sizes were the same than
when the test was smaller than the adapting field.

We have shown that a simple model involving diffuse in-

hibitory interactions among motion-sensing mechanisms
has properties that mimic experimental results. Thus
size-dependent adaptation need not be based on hard-
wired size-tuned units. The example described here
serves merely to illustrate one implementation of the
model. The central idea simply requires that diffuse

inhibition across units take place before the gain-
control stage.

O'Shea and Rowell50 measured electrical activity of the
lobular giant movement detector in the locust. The re-
sponse to a small moving target was diminished when a
moving surround was added to the image. Response in-
creased as the surround was moved farther away from the
small target. This property is consistent with a lateral
inhibitory network. Furthermore, the response to a small
target was diminished after repeated presentations of the
stimulus. When the small moving target was surrounded
by a large moving field, the response did not diminish
with multiple presentations. The data suggest that lateral
inhibition helps to prevent adaptation to large-field mo-

a 01 X t;; H 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

adapting response gain test preadapt postadapt

stimulus to adapting stimulus response response

stimulus to test to test

Fig. 14. Responses of motion-sensing units to tall adapting
stimuli and short test stimuli. (a) Tall adapting stimulus.
(b) Response to adapting stimulus. (c) Gain for each unit.
(d) Short test grating. (e) Response of L and R channels to a
short test grating before adaptation. (f) Response to a short test
grating following exposure to a tall adapting grating. The re-
sponse is greater than in Fig. 13(f).
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Fig. 15. Contrast thresholds generated by the model for the con-
ditions shown in Figs. 12-14. Opponent outputs of all active
units were pooled in the Quick psychometric function to generate
a probability of detection. Contrast was varied until the proba-
bility of detection reached 80%. Parameters were set so that
preadaptation thresholds had the same values as results for 0.4-
cycle/deg gratings in Experiment 3 for observer WLS. Indices
for total desensitization and directional desensitization were cal-
culated as in Experiment 3 and are plotted as open circles
and filled squares, respectively. Schematics of the adapting and
testing conditions are shown on the abscissa. For parameter set-
tings, see text.
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tion. The model that we present to explain size-
dependent effects in adaptation uses a similar principle.

7. SUMMARY

In this study we have addressed two main issues: (1) we
tested a measure of the effect of prolonged exposure to
moving stimuli on subsequent perception of motion and
(2) we explored spatial properties of the processing of
moving stimuli by comparing adaptation magnitudes for
different size combinations of adapting and test stimuli.
In Experiment 1 we measured psychometric curves for the
detection of motion of briefly presented stimuli. Follow-
ing motion adaptation, the psychometric curve was shifted
with respect to the preadaptation curve, and at the mini-
mum the probability of detection was no longer zero. The
changes in the psychometric curve put constraints on the
types of model that can be invoked to explain the motion
aftereffect. To explain the experimental data, we pre-
sented a model that consists of independent motion-
sensing mechanisms tuned to different rates of motion
and incorporating multiplicative gain controls before the
opponent stage. In Experiment 2 we measured psycho-
metric curves for the detection of motion of a short stimu-
lus following adaptation with a tall stimulus. The
postadaptation psychometric curve was displaced less from
the origin than when the adapting and the test stimuli
were the same size. We corroborated the results of Ex-
periments 1 and 2 in Experiment 3 by measuring contrast
thresholds for the detection of moving stimuli. In addi-
tion, we varied the sizes of adapting and test stimuli, and
results indicate that adaptation magnitude is greatest
when adapting and test sizes match. We proposed a
model that invokes diffuse inhibitory connections among
motion-sensing mechanisms and showed that it possesses
properties that are reflected in the experimental results.
Thus hard-wired size-tuned mechanisms are not required
for explanation of experimental results that exhibit size-
dependent adaptation.
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